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Vortex shells in mesoscopic superconducting disks

B. J. Baelus,* L. R. E. Cabral,† and F. M. Peeters‡
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The distribution of vortices over different vortex shells in mesoscopic superconducting disks with suffi-
ciently large sizes is investigated within the framework of the nonlinear Ginzburg-Landau theory. Keeping the
total vorticity fixed, different vortex configurations can be found in which the vortices are distributed differ-
ently over the vortex shells. An overview is given of the different possible vortex configurations and the free
energies of these states are compared. In general, the difference in the free energy between the possible vortex
configurations with the same vorticity is much smaller than the difference in the free energy between vortex
states with different vorticity. The transitions between different vortex states with the same and different
vorticity are investigated. Contrary to small disks, the change in vorticity can be larger than one with increasing
and decreasing magnetic field. Also a combination of a giant vortex state with a multivortex state can nucleate
into a stable vortex state. The influence of the sample thickness is briefly studied. Our results are compared
with those obtained from the London approximation which clearly shows the limited applicability of the latter.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Vortices can be viewed as a specific type of quasipartic
interacting magnetically and through the encircling sup
conducting screening currents with each other. This ma
confined vortex structures somewhat similar to other syst
such as electrons in artificial atoms that exhibit complex s
organized patterns for a small number of electrons.1,2 Simi-
larly to Hund’s rule, it is expected that vortices will obe
specific rules for shell filling and exhibit magic number
But, on the other hand, the present situation is expected t
complicated by the fact that vortices are not pointlike o
jects. They can overlap and, contrary to electrons in artifi
atoms, even join together creating a giant vortex state.

The aim of the present paper is to determine the vor
positions in mesoscopic disks with sufficiently large radi
such that different rings of vortices can appear. Until no
only limiting cases were studied thoroughly:~1! disks with
small radii in which at most a single ring of vortices can
present~see, for example, Refs. 3–9!, and ~2! infinitely ex-
tended superconducting films where the triangular Abriko
vortex lattice is energetically favorable~see, for example
Refs. 10–12!. Similar as for classical charged particles~see,
e.g., Ref. 2!, one expects that in the intermediate region fi
more rings~or shells! of vortices will appear with increasing
radius, and, for sufficiently large radius, a triangular lattice
formed in the center of the disk, i.e., far away from the ed
of the superconductor.

The present paper will be limited to the situation whe
several shells of vortices will nucleate, but the triangu
lattice is not yet formed in the center. We investigate how
vortices can be distributed in different ways over the diff
ent shells and which vortex configuration is energetica
most favorable. We also investigate the transition betw
different vortex states.

Previously, this intermediate region was studied us
more restrictive approximations. Buzdin and Brison13 stud-
ied vortex structures in superconducting disks using the
age method, where vortices are considered to be poin
0163-1829/2004/69~6!/064506~12!/$22.50 69 0645
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particles, i.e., the London approximation. They calculated
magnetization and the optimum vortex configuration as w
as the entrance field. Palacios calculated the vortex confi
rations in superconducting mesoscopic disks with rad
equal to R58.0j, where two vortex shells can becom
stable.14 He expanded the order parameter in normaliz
nodeless functions that diagonalize the kinetic-energy op
tor and limited the number of contributing terms to 3 or
He also neglected the demagnetization effects by assum
the magnetic field everywhere equal to some effective fie
In a previous paper we also briefly studied the vortex c
figurations in superconducting disks withd!l,j and R
56.0j and expanded the order parameter over all eigenfu
tions with energye i,e* , where the cutting energye* was
chosen such that increasing it does not influence the resu15

This work is more general than Ref. 14 because also st
with radial nodes were included. It was assumed that
magnetic field equals the applied field everywhere and
thermore the main topic of this paper were the saddle-p
transitions between different vortex states in disks and rin
Geim et al.16 studied experimentally and theoretically th
magnetization of different vortex configurations in superco
ducting disks. They found clear signatures of first- a
second-order transitionswithin states of the same vorticity
which revealed the existence of different vortex configu
tions with the same vorticity. Schweigert and Peeters17 stud-
ied the field-cooled vortex states in mesoscopic superc
ducting disks and cylinders. They also calculat
magnetization curves for different vortex configurations w
the same total vorticity and found similar results as in R
16.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the theor
ical formalism is described. In Sec. III we discuss the diffe
ent vortex states and in Sec. IV transitions between them
studied. In Sec. V we investigate larger disks and in Sec.
we consider disks with finite thickness. In Sec. VII we com
pare our results with those obtained from the London
proximation. Finally, in Sec. VIII we summarize our result
©2004 The American Physical Society06-1
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II. THEORETICAL FORMALISM

In the present paper, we consider thin superconduc
disks immersed in an insulating medium in the presence
perpendicular uniform magnetic fieldH0. To solve this prob-
lem we follow the numerical approach of Schweigert a
Peeters.5,6As for thin disks (d!j,l) it is allowed to average
the Ginzburg-Landau~GL! equations over the disk thicknes
Using dimensionless variables and the London gauge dAW

50 for the vector potentialAW , we write the system of GL
equations in the following form:

~2 i¹W2D2AW !2C5C~12uCu2!, ~1!

2D3DAW 5
d

k2
d~z! jW2D , ~2!

where

jW2D5
1

2i
~C* ¹W2DC2C¹W2DC* !2uCu2AW ~3!

is the density of superconducting current. The supercond
ing wave function satisfies the boundary conditions (2 i¹W2D

2AW )Cun50 normal to the sample surface andAW 5 1
2 H0reWf

far away from the superconductor. Here the distance is m
sured in units of the coherence lengthj, the vector potential
in c\/2ej, and the magnetic field inHc25c\/2ej2

5kA2Hc . The superconductor is placed in the (x,y) plane,
the external magnetic field is directed along thez axis, and
the indices 2D, 3D refer to two- and three-dimensional o
erators, respectively.

To solve the system of Eqs.~1! and ~2!, we used the
approach of Ref. 6 for circular disks. We apply a finit
difference representation for the order parameter and the
tor potential on a uniform Cartesian space grid (x,y), with
typically 1283128 grid points for the area of the superco
ductor, and use the link variable approach,18 and an iteration
procedure based on the Gauss-Seidel technique to findC.
The vector potential is obtained with the fast Fourie
transform technique where we setAW uxu5RS ,uyu5RS

5H0(x,

2y)/2 at the boundary of a box with a larger space grid
size typically four times the superconductor area.

For circular configurations such as disks the giant vor
state is characterized by the total angular momentumL
throughC5c(r)exp(iLf), wherer andf are the cylindri-
cal coordinates.L is the winding number and gives the vo
ticity of the system. Due to the nonlinearity of the GL equ
tions an arbitrary superconducting state is generally
mixture of different angular harmonicsL even in axially
symmetric systems. Nevertheless, we can introduce an
log to the total angular momentumL which is still a good
quantum number and which is in fact nothing else but
number of vortices in the system.

To find the different vortex configurations, which includ
the metastable states, we search for the steady-state solu
of Eqs. ~1! and ~2! starting from different randomly gener
ated initial conditions. Then we increase/decrease slowly
06450
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magnetic field and recalculate each time the exact vo
structure. We do this for each vortex configuration in
magnetic-field range where the number of vortices stays
same. By comparing the dimensionless Gibbs free ener
of the different vortex configurations

F5V21E
V
@2~AW 2AW 0!• jW2D2uCu4#drW, ~4!

where integration is performed over the sample volumeV

andAW 0 is the vector potential of the uniform magnetic fiel
we find the ground state.

III. THE DIFFERENT VORTEX STATES

First we will concentrate on extremely thin supercondu
ing disks, such that only the first GL equation@Eq. ~1!# has
to be solved and the magnetic field can be assumed to
homogeneous and equal to the external field, also ins
the sample. Later, in Sec. VI, we will briefly consider dis
with finite thickness and investigate the influence of su
nonzero thickness on the stability of the different vort
configurations.

The free energy of the different vortex states in a sup
conducting disk with radiusR56.0j andd!l,j is given in
Fig. 1. Contrary to the situation of smaller disks~see, for
example, Ref. 6!, now different vortex configurations with
the same vorticity can nucleate. The inset shows the reg
where different vortex configurations with the same vortic
are possible in more detail. In an effort to make the pictu
more clear we approached the ground state in this region
a quadratic fit, i.e.,F f it /F0521.03 49611.547 848H0 /Hc2
20.61 536(H0 /Hc2)2, and subtracted this energy from th
free energies of the different states. The following vort
states were found.

~i! The L50 state or the Meissner state, and theL51
state where a single vortex is nucleated in the center of

FIG. 1. The free energy of the different vortex configur
tions as a function of the applied magnetic fieldH0. In the
inset a quadratic fit, i.e.,F f it /F0521.03 49611.547 848H0 /Hc2

20.61 536(H0 /Hc2)2 has been subtracted from the free energies
the different states. The free energy is in units ofF05Hc

2V/8p.
6-2
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VORTEX SHELLS IN MESOSCOPIC SUPERCONDUCTING DISKS PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 064506 ~2004!
disk. The notations that we will use are 0-state and 1-st
respectively. The energy of these states are shown by s
curves in Fig. 1.

~ii ! The multivortex state with vorticityL where all L
vortices are separated and located on one shell~ring! which
occurs for vorticityL52 –8. Notation: (n)-state withn5L
~the solid curves in Fig. 1!. As an example the contour plot
of the Cooper-pair density for the(4)-state and the(8)-state
are shown in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!. Dark ~light! regions corre-
spond to high~low! Cooper-pair density.

FIG. 2. Contour plots of the Cooper-pair density of the(4)-state
at H0 /Hc250.3 ~a!, the (8)-state atH0 /Hc250.7 ~b!, the (1,8)-
state atH0 /Hc250.7 ~c!, the (1,11)-state atH0 /Hc250.8 ~d!, the
(2,9)-state atH0 /Hc250.8 ~e!, the (2g,12)-state atH0 /Hc250.93
~f!, the (3,9)-state atH0 /Hc250.82 ~g!, the (3,10)-state a
H0 /Hc250.88~h!, the 15-state atH0 /Hc251.2 ~i!, and the 24-state
at H0 /Hc251.6 ~j!. Dark ~light! regions correspond to high~low!
Cooper-pair density.
06450
e,
lid

~iii ! The multivortex state with vorticityL with one vortex
in the center while all the other vortices are positioned o
single shell around the center can be stable forL56 –11.
Notation: (1,n)-state withn5L21 ~dashed curves in Fig
1!. The Cooper-pair density for the (1,8)-state and
(1,11)-state are given in Figs. 2~c! and 2~d!.

~iv! The multivortex state with vorticityL with two vor-
tices on an inner shell and the other vortices on an outer s
can nucleate forL510–14 ~the dash-dotted curves in th
inset of Fig. 1!. Notation: (2,n)-state withn5L22. When
the two vortices in the center are combined into a giant v
tex state with vorticity 2, we use the notation (2g ,n). Fig-
ures 2~e! and 2~f! show the Cooper-pair density of th
(2,9)-state and the (2g,12)-state.

~v! The multivortex state with vorticityL with three vor-
tices on an inner shell and the other vortices on an outer s
can be stable forL512–14~see the dotted curves in the ins
of Fig. 1!. Notation: (3,n)-state withn5L23. The Cooper-
pair density for the (3,9)-state and the (3,10)-state is gi
in Figs. 2~g! and 2~h!.

~vi! The giant vortex state with vorticityL where all theL
vortices are combined into one larger vortex in the cente
possible forL512–24 ~solid curves in Fig. 1!. Notation:
n-state withn5L. As an example, the Cooper-pair density
the 15-state and the 24-state is shown in Figs. 2~i! and 2~j!.

Notice that the difference in free energy between sta
with different vorticity is much larger than the free-energ
difference between vortex states with the same vorticity
different vortex arrangements.

An overview of all the possible vortex configurations in
disk with radiusR56.0j, their stability regions, and the re
gions over which they are the ground state are given in Ta
I. With increasing field the ground state changes as follo
with increasing field: 0→1→(2)→(3)→(4)→(5)→(6)
→(1,6)→(1,7)→(1,8)→(1,9)→(2,9)→12→13→14→•••

→25→26→ normal state. The magnetic-field regions ove
which the different states correspond to a local minimum
the free energy, i.e., the magnetic-field region over which
different states are stable, are given in Fig. 3~a!. Notice that
for each type of structure there is an optimumL value for
which the structure is most stable. Figure 3~b! shows the
magnetic-field region over which the state with vorticityL is
a ground state, i.e., corresponds to the global minimum in
free energy.

Figure 2~f! shows the Cooper-pair density of th
(2g,12)-state, which has a giant vortex with vorticity 2 in th
center. That this is indeed a giant vortex in the center
also be seen from Fig. 4 where the phase of the order par
eter is shown for the same configuration. Phases near
(2p) are given by light~dark! gray. Going around the centra
vortex the phase jumps two times with 2p, which means that
the central vortex has vorticityL52. This combination of a
giant vortex state in the center and separated vortices aro
it has previously been found for smaller superconduct
samples with noncircular geometries~i.e., squares and tri-
angles!, but for disks with radiiR<4.0j this combination
was unstable.19 For larger disks~i.e., R56.0j in our case!
the new vortex configuration is stabilized.

At high magnetic fields, only giant vortex states a
6-3
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TABLE I. All possible ~meta!stable vortex configurations for a disk withR56.0j andd!l,j. The first
column gives the total vorticity, the second the vortex configuration, i.e., the distribution of the vortices
the different shells.He , Hp , and DH are, respectively, the expulsion field, the penetration field, and
magnetic-field range over which the considered vortex state can nucleate.Hg,e , Hg,p , and DHg are the
ground-state expulsion field, the ground-state penetration field, and the magnetic-field range over wh
considered vortex state is the ground state.

L Configuration He /Hc2 Hp /Hc2 DH/Hc2 Hg,e /Hc2 Hg,p /Hc2 DHg /Hc2

0 0 0.00 0.30 0.30 0 0.138 0.138
1 1 0.00 0.39 0.39 0.138 0.242 0.104
2 (2) 0.14 0.44 0.30 0.242 0.308 0.066
3 (3) 0.20 0.51 0.31 0.308 0.383 0.075
4 (4) 0.28 0.59 0.31 0.383 0.452 0.069
5 (5) 0.31 0.67 0.36 0.452 0.522 0.070
6 (6) 0.37 0.74 0.37 0.522 0.586 0.064
6 (1,5) 0.39 0.74 0.35
7 (7) 0.43 0.81 0.38
7 (1,6) 0.45 0.81 0.36 0.586 0.648 0.062
8 (8) 0.48 0.87 0.39
8 (1,7) 0.51 0.87 0.36 0.648 0.715 0.067
9 (1,8) 0.56 0.93 0.37 0.715 0.779 0.064

10 (1,9) 0.62 0.98 0.36 0.779 0.858 0.079
10 (2,8) 0.66 0.91 0.25
11 (1,10) 0.68 1.03 0.35
11 (2,9) 0.74 1.03 0.29 0.858 0.908 0.050
12 (1,11) 0.73 1.02 0.29
12 (2,10) 0.80 1.01 0.21
12 (3,9) 0.77 1.00 0.23
12 12 0.82 1.12 0.30 0.908 0.968 0.060
13 (1,12) 0.78 0.99 0.21
13 (2,11) 0.84 0.99 0.15
13 (3,10) 0.84 1.01 0.17
13 13 0.85 1.18 0.33 0.968 1.031 0.063
14 (1,13) 0.84 0.96 0.12
14 (2,12) 0.89 0.928 0.038
14 (2g,12) 0.928 0.98 0.052
14 (3,11) 0.90 1.03 0.13
14 14 0.90 1.23 0.33 1.031 1.090 0.059
15 15 0.91 1.29 0.38 1.090 1.151 0.061
16 16 0.93 1.35 0.42 1.151 1.210 0.059
17 17 1.02 1.41 0.39 1.210 1.269 0.059
18 18 1.08 1.46 0.38 1.269 1.328 0.059
19 19 1.17 1.51 0.34 1.328 1.387 0.059
20 20 1.21 1.53 0.32 1.387 1.450 0.063
21 21 1.29 1.59 0.30 1.450 1.510 0.060
22 22 1.38 1.65 0.27 1.510 1.571 0.061
23 23 1.44 1.67 0.23 1.571 1.621 0.050
24 24 1.55 1.73 0.21 1.621 1.687 0.066
25 25 1.61 1.77 0.16 1.687 1.732 0.045
26 26 1.69 1.79 0.10 1.732 1.790 0.058
r
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stable. In this case all the vortices collapse into the cente
form a giant vortex state which corresponds with a singu
zero in the Cooper-pair density. Since we solve
Ginzburg-Landau equations numerically, we took the follo
ing convention: when the highest Cooper-pair density in
06450
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region between two vortices is less than 1024, we consider
these vortices as combined into a giant vortex. Figure
shows the contour plot of the logarithm of the Cooper-p
density for the giant vortex state withL513 at H0 /Hc2
51.0. Using a logarithmic scale for the Cooper-pair dens
6-4
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VORTEX SHELLS IN MESOSCOPIC SUPERCONDUCTING DISKS PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 064506 ~2004!
we see clearly 13 vortices situated on a single ring, but
maximum Cooper-pair density between two separate vort
is of the order of 1026–1028 ~which will not be discernible
experimentally! and therefore we consider the state as a g
vortex state. We found the same fine structure for the 12-s
and the 14-state. In the case of the 12-state the maxim
between two vortices is of the order of 1025–1026, for the
14-state the maximum is of the order of 1028–10210. For
states with higher vorticities we do not find such a fine str

FIG. 3. ~a! The magnetic-field regions over which the differe
vortex states are stable, i.e., corresponding to a local minimum
the free energy, and~b! the magnetic-field regions over which th
states are the ground state, i.e., corresponding to the global m
mum in the free energy.

FIG. 4. The phase of the order parameter for the configura
of Fig. 2~f!.
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ture with our numerical procedure.
In Fig. 6 the magnetic momentD is given as a function of

the applied magnetic field, i.e.,

DW /Hc25E
V
rW3 jW2DdrW/E

V
drW, ~5!

where integration is performed over the sample volumeV.
The magnetic moments of the different vortex states
given by the same type of curves as their free energy in F
1. The solid vertical lines indicate the ground-state tran
tions. Notice that also the difference in magnetic mom
between states with the same vorticity is much smaller t
the one between states with a different vorticity. In the in
the symbols show the jump in magnetic moment for t
ground-state transitions, which can be fitted to the cu
DD/Hc25(a1bL)/(11cL) with a50.748, b520.022,
andc50.249. The fitted curve is given by the solid curve
the inset of Fig. 6. Notice thatDD monotonically decrease
with increasing vorticity, except forL510. For L510 the
ground state transits from the configuration with one vor
in the center to one in which we have two vortices in t
center~which is only a ground state forL511). ForL512

in

ni-

n

FIG. 5. The logarithm of the Cooper-pair density of the 13-sta

FIG. 6. The magnetic moment of the different vortex states i
disk with radiusR56.0j as a function of the applied magnetic field
The inset shows the jump in magnetic moment, when following
ground state.
6-5
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B. J. BAELUS, L. R. E. CABRAL, AND F. M. PEETERS PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 064506 ~2004!
we immediately have a giant vortex in the center. Con
quently, theL511 configuration with two vortices in the
center is not very stable, which is also seen in Fig. 3~b!.

IV. TRANSITIONS BETWEEN VORTEX STATES

Next we investigated the transitions between differ
vortex states. While in smaller disks the vorticity alwa
changes with one unit at the penetration field,6 the situa-
tion in larger disks is more complicated. Now, it b
comes possible that several vortices will enter/leave the
at the transition fields. With increasing magnetic fie
the superconducting state for an ideal disk evolves
0→ (4)→ (8)→(1,9)→12→16→18→20→22→24→26
→ normal state, and with decreasing field as norm
state →25→23→21→19→17→15→(3,11)→(1,11)
→(1,10)→(1,8)→(5)→(3)→1. The corresponding mag
netic moment is given in Fig. 7 as a function of the appli
magnetic field for increasing~solid curve! and decreasing
field ~dashed curve!. When more vortices enter/leave durin
a transition the jump in magnetic moment is larger than wh
the vorticity changes only by one unit. The solid~open! dot
indicates the superconducting/normal transition field with
creasing~decreasing! field.

With increasing field the Meissner state transits into
~4!-state, instead of going into the one-vortex state as wo
be the case in smaller disks. Figure 8 shows the evolutio
the free energy during this transition from the Meissner s
to the~4!-state forH0 /Hc2'0.3, when the Meissner state
no longer stable. The insets show the Cooper-pair densit
the vortex state during the transition at specific iteration st
indicated by the symbols in the figure. During the first 4
numerical iterations the state and its free energy change
slightly. Inset~a! clearly shows that after 420 iteration ste
the state still contains no vortices, i.e.,L50. Around the
470th iteration step the free energy starts decreasing fa
The contour plot~b! of the Cooper-pair density shows fou

FIG. 7. The magnetic moment as a function of the applied m
netic field for increasing field~solid curve! and decreasing field
~dashed curve!. The solid~open! dot indicates the superconductin
normal transition field with increasing~decreasing! magnetic field.
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spots along the boundary with a local decrease of
Cooper-pair density. Further evolving to a stable state,
free energy decreases and first two vortices enter the su
conducting disk@inset~c!#, later two other vortices enter th
disk @inset ~d!#, and finally the state with one shell of fou
vortices stabilizes@inset ~e!#. Approximately another 1500
iteration steps are needed to converge completely to
stable state withL54. In this regime the vortex state and i
free energy change only slightly.

We mentioned above that the state in which allL vortices
are located on a single shell are stable forL52 –8. We also
tried to find the~9!-state with nine vortices on one shell, b
this state was unstable for the considered parameters. Fi
9 shows the evolution of the free energy as function of
number of numerical iterations in finding a stable state w
L59. The insets show the Cooper-pair density at the po

- FIG. 8. The evolution of the free energy during the transiti
from the Meissner state to the(4)-state. The insets show the con
tour plots of the Cooper-pair density at the iteration steps indica
by the symbols in the main figure.

FIG. 9. The evolution of the free energy during the transiti
from the (9)-state to the (1,8)-state. The insets show the cont
plots of the Cooper-pair density.
6-6
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VORTEX SHELLS IN MESOSCOPIC SUPERCONDUCTING DISKS PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 064506 ~2004!
indicated by the symbols. We started our computer prog
with a vortex configuration in which nine vortices are locat
on a single ring. After 400 iteration steps the state conta
still nine vortices on one~deformed! shell @inset ~a!#. Then,
the free energy starts decreasing faster and two vort
move towards the center@insets~b! and ~c!#. The program
tries to find a stable state with two vortices on an inner sh
and the other vortices on the outer shell, i.e., the~2,7!-state,
but this state is also unstable. Therefore, after more itera
steps the free energy decreases again and one of the
vortices from the inner shell moves towards the outer o
@inset ~d!# and finally the program converges to the~1,8!-
state with one vortex in the center and eight vortices o
shell around it@inset ~e!#.

Next we investigate the expulsion of vortices. As an e
ample, we consider the transition from the~1,8!-state to the
~5!-state which occurs atH0 /Hc250.56 with decreasing
field. Figure 10 shows the free-energy evolution during
transition as a function of the iteration steps. The insets sh
the Cooper-pair density at the fields indicated by the sy
bols. After 250 iteration steps the state still contains o
vortex in the center and eight vortices on a~slightly de-
formed! shell around the vortex in the center@inset ~a!#.
Then, with increasing iteration steps, the free energy
creases when four vortices from the outer shell leave
superconductor@insets~b,c!#. Then, the program tries to fin
a stable~1,4!-state@inset ~d!#, but, since this state does n
correspond to a local minimum in the free energy, the s
evolves into a state with a lower energy@inset ~e!#, i.e., the
vortex from the center moves to the outer shell. Finally
program finds a stable~5!-state with five vortices on a singl
shell @inset ~f!#.

Above we showed that the (2g,12)-state, with a giant vor
tex state with vorticityL52 in the center and 12 vortice
around it on one shell, is stable atH0 /Hc250.93. With de-
creasing magnetic field this state continuously transits in
state with two separate vortices in the center, i.e.,
(2,12)-state. This is shown in Fig. 11, which gives the fr
energy for this state and the insets are contour plots of
Cooper-pair density at the fields indicated by the symbols

FIG. 10. The evolution of the free energy during the transit
from the (1,8)-state to the(5)-state. The insets show the conto
plots of the Cooper-pair density.
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low fields we clearly find two separate vortices on an inn
shell and 12 vortices on an outer one. With increasing fie
the two inner vortices move continuously towards the cen
where they combine into a giant vortex state with vortic
L52 at the field indicated by the open symbol in Fig. 11

V. LARGER DISKS

Up to now, we considered superconducting disks with
dius equal toR56.0j. In larger superconducting disks on
expects more shells of vortices and also more possible st
vortex configurations for a fixed number of vortices. As
example we consider disks with radiusR520j for the case
of 16 vortices. At the applied magnetic fieldH050.1Hc2 we
find three different vortex configurations with vorticityL
516, i.e., the (5,11)-state, the (4,12)-state, and
(1,5,10)-state. The free energies of these states as a fun
of the applied magnetic field are shown in Fig. 12. T
(1,5,10)-state has the lowest energy of the three states
their whole region of stability and the (4,12)-state the hig
est one. Notice that the curves do not cross each other.
Cooper-pair densities for the three states at the applied m
netic fieldH050.1Hc2 are given in the insets of Fig. 12.

The distributions of vortices are very similar to the dist
butions of particles in classical two-dimensional atoms.2 De-
pending on the confinement potential and the particle in
action the lowest-energy state with 16 particles can be
~1,5,10!-state or the~5,11!-state.20

VI. DISKS WITH FINITE THICKNESS

In this section we investigate the effect of the nonze
thickness of the superconducting disks on the stability of
vortex states and the transition fields. In this case we can
neglect the second Ginzburg-Landau equation~2! that de-
scribes the bending of the magnetic field around the su

FIG. 11. The free energy of the (2,12)-state and t
(2g,12)-state as a function of the applied magnetic field. The ins
show the contour plots of the Cooper-pair density at the fields
dicated by the closed symbols. The open symbol indicates the
where the two central vortices recombine in the center into a g
vortex with vorticity L52.
6-7
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conductor. This means that we have to solve the complete
of nonlinear Ginzburg-Landau equations as described ab

As an example, we investigate the influence of the thi
ness on the stability of the vortex states with vorticityL
57 in a superconducting disk with radiusR56.0j. Figure
13 shows the free energy as a function of the applied m
netic field for the~1,6!-state~thick solid curves! and the~7!-
state~thick dashed curves! for different values of the thick-
ness, i.e.,d50.005j ~curves 1!, 0.1j ~curves 2!, and 0.2j
~curves 3!. In the inset the free energy is shown for the ca
of a cylinder, i.e.,d5` ~see also, e.g., Ref. 21!. For d
50.005j the ~1,6!-state and the~7!-state are stable over a
most the same magnetic-field region~see also Table II!. With
increasing thickness, we find that the magnetic-field reg
over which the two states are stable decreases. This effe
much more pronounced for the~1,6!-state than for the~7!-
state. But notice that for a cylinder the states are stable o
a larger magnetic-field region. The reason is that initia
with increasing thicknessd more magnetic field is expelle
which increases the magnetic-field pressure and which
duces the stability of the vortex state with increasing m
netic field. In the case of a cylinder there is no demagnet
tion effect and consequently this effect is not present. W
increasing thickness also the free-energy difference
creases between states with the same total vorticity, but
different distributions of the vortices over the different she

FIG. 12. The free energy as a function of the applied magn
field for the (4,12)-state, the (5,11)-state, and the (1,5,10)-state
superconducting disk with radiusR520j. The insets show the con
tour plots of the Cooper-pair density for these states atH0 /Hc2

50.1
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Another remarkable influence of the sample thickness can
found by looking at the state with the lowest free energy a
function of the magnetic field. Ford50.005j the ~1,6!-state
has a lower energy compared to the~7!-state over the entire
magnetic-field region where both states are stable. Fod
50.1j we see that the~1,6!-state has the lower energy fo
low magnetic fields, while forH0*0.65Hc2 the ~7!-state has
the lowest energy. When we further increase the sam
thickness tod50.2j we see that the~7!-state has the lowe
energy over its whole stability region. This is also the ca
for the cylinder.

To investigate the influence of the sample thickness on
transition fields, we also calculated the different vortex sta
with vorticity L56 andL58 ~see the thinner curves in Fig
13!. The penetration and the expulsion fields are indicated
the open symbols in the figure. It is immediately clear th
the ground-state transition fields move to higher fields w
increasing sample thickness. The magnetic-field region o
which theL57 state is the ground state decreases with
creasing disk thickness~see also Table II!. Notice further that
the ~1,5!-state is stable for samples with thicknessd
50.005j and 0.1j, but it becomes unstable ford50.2j and
the cylinder. Notice further that the free energy where
ground-state transitions occur is almost independent of

ic
a

FIG. 13. The free energy of the different vortex configuratio
with vorticity L56,7,8 as a function of the applied magnetic fie
for a superconducting disk with radiusR56.0j and thicknessd
50.005j, 0.1j, 0.2j. The inset shows the free energy in the case
a cylinder, i.e.,d5`. The open symbols indicate the ground-sta
transition fields.
,
TABLE II. The magnetic-field regions over which the~1,6!-state and the~7!-state are stable, i.e.
(DH)/Hc2, and are the ground state, i.e., (DHg)/Hc2, for different values of the sample thicknessd.

d/j (DH)(1,6) /Hc2 (DH)(7) /Hc2 (DHg)(1,6) /Hc2 (DHg)(7) /Hc2

0.005 0.33 0.32 0.0629
0.1 0.17 0.31 0.0586
0.2 0.11 0.29 0.0559
` 0.96 1.09 0.0369
6-8
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VORTEX SHELLS IN MESOSCOPIC SUPERCONDUCTING DISKS PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 064506 ~2004!
thickness ford/j50.005, 0.1, and 0.2, while the transitio
field increases with increasing thickness.

VII. COMPARISON WITH THE LONDON
APPROXIMATION

Finally, we compare the vortex configurations obtain
within the London approach and the previous nonlin
Ginzburg-Landau theory. We considered a thin disk (d!R
!L5l2/d) with R56.0j. In this limit demagnetization ef-
fects may be neglected and a close analogy between vor
and electrical charges can be made13 ~see the Appendix for
details of the calculation!.

First, we obtained an expression for the energy of
system in the case of vortices distributed in two rings w
radius r1 ~inner ring! and r2 ~outer ring!, F rings @cf. Eq.
~A10!#. This energy was minimized for several vortex co
figurations in a disk of radius 6.0j as function of the mag-
netic field. For only a single ring with one possible vort
in the center, there is only one free parameter, the radiu
the ring,r1. For the case with two rings, there are the fr
variational parameters:r1 , r2, and a ~the misalignment
angle between the two rings!. In each of these two case
we minimized the energyF rings with respect to the free pa
rameters. This procedure allows us to find stable vor
states for different number of vortices in the inner a
outer shells, as well as the following ground-state co
figurations: 0→1→ (2)→ (3)→ (4)→(5)→(1,5)→ (1,6)
→ (1,7)→(1,8)→(2,8)→(3,8)→(3,9)→(4,9)→ (4,10)
→(5,10)→(5,11)••• ~see Table III for the region ove
which each configuration is the ground state!. Such configu-
rations were already obtained for a thin disk withR/j
5exp(4)554.60 by Buzdin and Brison13 @but only up to the
(1,7)-state#, and for a cylinder withR@l by Venegas and
Sardella.22 However, in our case, the ground-state transitio
from one configuration to another strongly depend on

TABLE III. Similar as Table I but now for the results within th
London approach where a cutoff atj/2 was used.

L Configuration Hg,e /Hc2 Hg,p /Hc2 DHg /Hc2

0 0 0 0.138 0.138
1 1 0.138 0.233 0.095
2 (2) 0.233 0.287 0.054
3 (3) 0.287 0.352 0.065
4 (4) 0.352 0.422 0.070
5 (5) 0.422 0.488 0.066
6 (1,5) 0.488 0.522 0.034
7 (1,6) 0.522 0.594 0.072
8 (1,7) 0.594 0.670 0.076
9 (1,8) 0.670 0.717 0.047

10 (2,8) 0.717 0.766 0.049
11 (3,8) 0.766 0.806 0.040
12 (3,9) 0.806 0.877 0.071
13 (4,9) 0.877 0.910 0.033
14 (4,10) 0.910 0.987 0.077
15 (5,10) 0.987 1.031 0.044
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cutoff procedure adopted. For example, to obtain the val

shown in Table III, instead of using the cutoffi 5 j→urW i

2rW j u/j51, we employed a cutoff in whichi 5 j→urW i

2rW j u/j51/2 ~see the Appendix!. This yielded better defined
transitions and results which are in better accordance w
those obtained within the nonlinear Ginzburg-Landau the
at low fields. Nevertheless, the ground-state configurati
start to differ from the ones predicted by the Ginzbur
Landau theory as soon as we have six vortices inside the
~compare Tables I and III!. For instance, the London ap
proach gives the (1,5)-state as the ground state while
Ginzburg-Landau theory predicts the(6)-state.6 This differ-
ence is not due to the cutoff value adopted since it gives
same contribution whenever six vortices were present ins
the disk. In fact, these discrepancies arise because within
London theory the vortices are pointlike objects and one
no information about the Cooper-pair density in the sup
conducting material. Therefore, these results suggest tha
R56.0j, a theory which takes into account the spatial d
pendence of the order parameter~Ginzburg-Landau theory!
must be employed in order to obtain accurate results foL
.5.

To investigate in deeper detail the actual vortex config
rations when two vortex shells are present inside the disk,
assumption of vortices distributed within two rings should
relaxed. Therefore, the vortex configurations inside the d
were also obtained by minimizing the free energy@Eq. ~A9!#
while considering each vortex position as a free parame
We performed Monte Carlo~MC! simulations using typically
53105 steps to thermalize the system and another 106 steps
to compute averages for each value of the magnetic field
vorticity L. The resulting ground states were the same as
ones calculated by minimizing the energy within the tw
ring approximation. For the states (N1) and (1,N1) the MC
method yields basically the same energy values obtai
from a minimization ofG rings @Eq. ~A10!#. However, the vor-
tex positions show some differences when two shells w
present, since vortices in a shell are no longer distribu
perfectly on a ring. Also, we obtained slightly lower-ener
values.

Next, we compare the configurations obtained within t
London approach with the results within the nonline
Ginzburg-Landau theory in the case that both theories p
dicted the same vortex configurations. Figures 14~a! and
14~d! give the contour plots of the Cooper-pair density f
the (4)-state atH0 /Hc250.30, (1,8)-state atH0 /Hc2
50.70, (2,8)-state atH0 /Hc250.70, and the (3,9)-state a
H0 /Hc250.82, respectively. The black dots are the positio
of the vortices calculated within the London theory~it should
be noticed that the choice of the cutoff value is not import
in the calculation of the vortex positions, since its contrib
tion to the energy is a constant value for given vorticityL).
Although some ground-state configurations predicted by
London and the nonlinear Ginzburg-Landau theories w
different, these figures show that the positions of the vorti
are quite similar for some of the stable configurations. Ho
ever, the positions of the vortex cores do not always coinc
exactly as, for example, is clearly seen in Fig. 14~c! for the
6-9
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B. J. BAELUS, L. R. E. CABRAL, AND F. M. PEETERS PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 064506 ~2004!
~2,8!-state atH0 /Hc250.70. On the other hand, sometim
the vortex cores do almost coincide in both calculations@see,
for example, Figs. 14~a!, 14~b!, and 14~d!#, but from the
Ginzburg-Landau theory one obtains much more informat
about the density distribution of the superconduct
electrons.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

We studied the vortex configurations in superconduct
disks with a sufficiently large radius such that several sh
of vortices can be stabilized. We found that for fixed vortic
different distributions of vortices over the different shells a
possible. However, the free-energy difference between th
states is very small, compared to the difference between
free energy of vortex states with different vorticity. We ma
an overview of all stable and metastable vortex states
superconducting disk with radiusR56.0j and indicated
which vortex state has the lowest energy at a certain app
magnetic field.

Contrary to small disks, the change in vorticity at t
transition field can be larger than one. With increasing fie
the Meissner state, for example forR56j, transits directly
into a state with four separate vortices. Also contrary to
small disk case, a combination of a giant vortex state an
multivortex state is possible. We investigated the evolut
of the ~2,12!-state where, with increasing field, the two vo
tices on the inner shell move to the center, combining th
into a giant vortex.

We also examined the influence of the thickness of
disk on the vortex configuration and the transition fields.
found that with increasing thickness the stability region
the vortex states decreases, but in the limit of a cylinder~i.e.,
d→`) the stability region is substantially larger. Also th
difference in free energy between different vortex states w
the same total vorticity decreases. Moreover, by changing

FIG. 14. Comparison of vortex positions obtained within t
nonlinear Ginzburg-Landau theory~contour plot! and the London
approach~solid dots!. The stable configurations are the(4)-state at
H/Hc250.30~a!, the (1,8)-state atH/Hc250.70~b!, the (2,8)-state
at H/Hc250.70 ~c!, and the (3,9)-state atH/Hc250.82 ~d!.
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sample thickness, it is possible that the lowest-energy s
changes from one vortex configuration to another. The p
etration and expulsion fields move to higher fields with
creasing sample thickness and the magnetic-field region
which the vortex state is the ground state decreases.

Finally, we compared the vortex states calculated wit
the nonlinear Ginzburg-Landau and the London theories.
found that the ground states determined by the London
proach are similar to the ones predicted by the nonlin
Ginzburg-Landau theory only for small vorticityL ~up to L
,6 for R56.0j). Also the difference in the region ove
which a given state is the ground-state configuration p
dicted by the London and nonlinear Ginzburg-Landau th
ries increases as the vorticityL increases. Best accordance
achieved by usingi 5 j→urW i2rW j u5j/2 as the cutoff~in the
London limit!. However, we also found that vortex position
for some stable states calculated by using both theories w
quite similar. This shows that, although the vortex positio
may be calculated with relatively good accuracy for certainL
values, the applicability of the London approach to find t
ground vortex states is restricted to small values of the v
ticity L.
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APPENDIX: VORTEX CONFIGURATIONS IN THE
LONDON THEORY

In order to study the vortex configurations in a thin di
within the London approach we proceeded along the line
Ref. 13. In a superconducting medium the Gibbs free ene
in the London limit is given by

F5
1

8pE d3r @~HW 2HW 0!21l2u jWu2#. ~A1!

In the thin-film limit ~thicknessd!R) and using the fact tha
HW 2HW 05¹W 3(AW 2AW 0), one may write Eq.~A1! as

F5
1

8pE d2rS 4p

c
JW D •F ~AW 2AW 0!1

4pL

c
JW G , ~A2!

where the integration is now to be performed along the th
film planez50. In this formulaAW 05HW 03rW /2, L5l2/d is
the effective London penetration depth, andJW5*0

ddz jW' jWd
is the sheet current which is constrained inside the film.

In order to study the vortex configurations in thin disk
and for L@R, we may takeAW 'AW 0. This allows us to ne-
6-10
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glect demagnetization effects. In the London gauge (¹W •AW
50) and in the presence ofN vortices the London equatio
can be written as

JW5
c

4pL S (
i 51

N

FW ~ urW 2rW i u!2AW D , ~A3!

where r i is the position of the i th vortex, FW (r)
5f̂F0/2pr, and with JW (R)• r̂50 as the boundary condi
tion. In order to fulfill this condition, one may place vorte
images at (R/r i)

2rW i away from the center of the disk.13

Therefore,

FW 5(
i 51

N

@F~ urW 2rW i u!2F„urW 2~R/r i !
2rW i u…#. ~A4!

Also, by substituting Eq.~A3! inside Eq.~A2! ~and by using
AW 'AW 0), one finds

F5
1

8pLE d2r~FW 2AW 0!25
2pL

c2 E d2rJ2. ~A5!

It is useful to rewrite the free energy in terms of the functi
g(rW ), whereJW5¹W 3( ẑg), g(R,f)50, andg(rW ) can be re-
garded as a local magnetization in a thin film.23 Therefore,

F5
2pL

c2 E d2rg~rW !ẑ•¹W 3JW

5
1

2c FF0(
i 51

N

g~rW i !2H0E d2rg~rW !G . ~A6!

By using Eqs.~A3! and ~A4! one can show that

g~rW !5
c

4pL F F0

2p (
j 51

N

lnS urW 2~R/r j !
2rW j u

urW 2rW j u

r j

RD
2

H0

4
~R22r2!G . ~A7!

Substituting this formula in Eq.~A6!, and consideringH in
units of Hc2, lengths in units ofj, and energy in units of
F0

2/16p2L5F0(2j/R)2, F is written as

F5(
i 51

N

(
j 51

N

lnS urW i2~R/r j !
2rW j u

urW i2rW j u

r j

RD 2
1

2
H0(

i 51

N

~R22r i
2!

1S R2H0

4 D 2

. ~A8!

To simplify this expression the following relation is used:

E d2r lnS urW 2~R/r j !
2rW j u

urW 2rW j u
D 5

p

2
~R22r j

2!1pR2lnS R

r j
D .

To remove the divergence in Eq.~A8! a cutoff procedure is
employed, in which fori 5 j→urW i2rW j u5a ( i 5 j→urW i2rW j u
5aj in not normalized units!. Therefore
06450
F5(
i 51

N H lnF12S r i

RD 2G2
R2H0

2 F12S r i

RD 2G
1(

j 51

i 21

lnF ~r ir j /R!222~xixj1yiyj !1R2

r i
222~xixj1yiyj !1r j

2 G J
1N ln~R/a!1

1

4 S R2H0

2 D 2

. ~A9!

In the above expression the first two terms represent the
teraction energy of each vortex with the surface and
shielding currents, respectively; the third term represents
pairwise interaction~repulsion! among vortices while the
fourth term is the energy of the vortex cores and the exte
magnetic-field energy interaction is given by the last o
Notice that this energy of the vortex cores arises from
cutoff procedure and is therefore strongly dependent on
cutoff value aj ~the actual energy associated with vort
cores should be evaluated more accurately by using
Ginzburg-Landau theory!. Notice also that if we usea51/2
in the cutoff, a contributionN ln(2) is added to the energy o
the system.

In a thin disk, vortices are considered to be distributed
shells. Here, we considered at most two shells, with or w
out a vortex in the center. ForN1 vortices in the inner shel
andN2 in the outer, it is reasonable to have thej th vortex in
the outer shell atu j52p j /N2 and thei th vortex in the inner
shell atu i52p i /N11a. Here,a is the misalignment angle
between vortices in the inner and outer shells. A further
proximation is to assume perfectly axially symmetric vort
shells. In this case, vortices belonging to the inner shell ar
radiusr1 and to the outer at radiusr2, and we can write the
Gibbs free energy as

F rings5F11F21F121Fcenter1
1

4 S R2H0

2 D 2

, ~A10!

where

Fg5NgH lnF12S rg

R D 2G2
R2H0

2 F12S rg

R D 2G
1

1

2 (
n51

Ng21

lnU~rg
2/R!21R222rg

2cos~2pn/Ng!

2rg
2@12cos~2pn/Ng!#

U
1 ln~R/a!J ,

for g51,2,

F125(
i 51

N1

(
j 51

N2

lnU~r1r2 /R!21R222r1r2cosu i j

r1
21r2

222r1r2cosu i j
U ,

and

Fcenter52
R2H0

2
22FN1lnS r1

R D1N2lnS r2

R D G1 ln~R/a!.
6-11
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Here, u i j 52p( i /N12 j /N2)1a and Fcenter50 in the ab-
sence of a vortex in the center of the disk. The te
Fg represents the energy from the interaction amo
vortices within the same ringg and F12, the interac-
tion among vortices of different rings. This can be furth
generalized toM rings by considering the sum of theM
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